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OBJECTIVES
Use the music extension

Create different sounds
using various instruments,
as well as changing the
note length and tempo

Change a sprite’s
costume to correlate with
the sound changes 

INTRODUCTION

When do we hear music in our lives? 
How does music change the feel or vibe of a movie or TV
show?
Why do you think they included the music blocks as
extensions?

Ask prompting questions: 

DEVELOPMENT
Share the Starfish Choir with kids:

Briefly discuss Events and ask students why they think “when
this sprite clicked” is the event block we are using. What would
happen if we used “when green flag clicked” for all the sprites? 
Remember: an event is an action that causes something to
happen.
Encourage kids to experiment with different instruments,
tempos, and beats.
Kids can expand on their choir by adding “wait 1 second
blocks” and changing their costumes.
Debug as needed
Once projects are built, have students share their designs

NEW KEYWORDS
COSTUME

A costume is one out of many
different frames (pictures) of a

sprite. 

THE PAINT EDITOR
The Paint Editor is Scratch's

built-in image editor. The Paint
Editor allows Scratchers to

create their own sprites and
backdrops or adjust any

existing sprites and backdrops.

SOUNDS
Sounds are blocks that enable

“talking” sprites.

THE MUSIC EXTENSION
The Music Extension is an

extension that allows users to
play notes and compose
music. These blocks use

sampled instruments to create
the sounds.

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/626414489/
https://en.scratch-wiki.info/wiki/Extension


CONCLUSION

What they knew
What they learned
What they would like to learn.

Review key concepts you learned today. Have a handful of kids
share:
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PROJECT
EXTENSION

Try and have the sprites do
a familiar tune
Make the sprites move while
making their music

Additional Challenges:

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/632805751/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/632805751/

